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Attendees
The following members were present:
- Stefan Ebeling (BMW AG)
- Matthias Koller (Peak Solution GmbH)
- Stefan Wartini (Müller-BBM VibroAkustik Systeme GmbH)
- Ulrich Wierl AUDI AG

The following members were absent:
- Jan Blockx (Siemens AG)
- Matthias Ebeling (Daimler AG)
- Angelika Wittek (openMDM Toolkit Manager)

Topics

Dev Team
M. Koller reported the status of the dev team:
- openMDM M4 supports GlassFish 5.
- M5 will contain the file link feature contributed by Siemens (planned for CW 34).
- M6 will bring a Swagger based documentation for the REST API (end of September).
- Two contributions from BMW and MTU are ready to be merged into the official dev branch.

The group discussed a well-known topic: Move the Web Client sources out of the Java based backend sources into a separated tree in the Git repo. This will result in a cleaner build environment.

In absence Angelika is kindly asked for acquiring an official go (and budget) from the SC.

Right now it’s hard to enhance the client if one—for whatever reason—won’t contribute the result to the openMDM community. The web client provides no extension points and the EPL2 license disallows modifying the sources without publishing the changes. Angelika is looking for a better suited license as a short term solution. In the long run the client should (must) provide extension points to keep it attractive.

Next call
The next AC call is scheduled for September 13th 2019.